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Ionisation tracks on CMOS circuits produce the so called Single Event Effects (SEE). Measuring the absorbed energy per event in the micro-structures of an integrated circuit is difficult; therefore a Monte Carlo simulation can be useful. In this work, we present GEANT4 applications to simulate the incidence of charged particles on a CMOS flip-flop designed according to AMISC5 rules. The energy per event absorbed in the flip-flop transistors is calculated for several low-energy beams produced by an IBA Cyclotron, and ion beams produced by a 3-MV NEC Pelletron accelerator. The ionisation tracks on CMOS circuits produce the so-called Single Event Effects (SEE). Measuring the absorbed energy per event in the micro-structures of an integrated circuit is difficult; therefore a Monte Carlo simulation can be useful. In this work, we present GEANT4 applications to simulate the incidence of charged particles on a CMOS flip-flop designed according to AMISC5 rules. The energy per event absorbed in the flip-flop transistors is calculated for several low-energy beams produced by an IBA Cyclotron, and ion beams produced by a 3-MV NEC Pelletron accelerator. The ionised track generates parasite charge distributions and crystalline damages, which trigger effects in the electronics leading to unexpected responses, failures and even the destruction of the device itself. These effects can be analysed and measured experimentally, and they can also be used for dosimetric measurement purposes (for example, RADFETS).

GEANT4 has also been used for microdosimetry calculations in geometrically simple sensitive volumes of integrated RAM memories. In this work we also use the GDML schema to implement the complex flip-flop geometry in the GEANT4 application. The modelled flip-flop corresponds to a real circuit that we use in heavy-ion experiments at the CNA facility. The energy deposited in the flip-flop, per incident particle, is calculated with the GEANT4 toolkit for several low-energy beams produced at the CNA facility. In particular, we consider the irradiation of the flip-flop by the proton (18 MeV, beam intensity of up to 100 µA) and deuteron (9 MeV, beam intensity of up to 40 µA) beams produced at the IBA-CNA cyclotron, and by the alpha, carbon, and oxygen beams produced at the 3-MV Pelletron accelerator at CNA. In the case of the deuteron beam the dominant neutron stripping/knockout process in the target is not included in the simulations; therefore the neutron effects in silicon or silicon dioxide are not properly described at the present stage. That issue will be addressed in future works which will make use of the planned new capabilities for deuteron transport. GEANT4, as the other current Monte Carlo codes, such as MCNPX or PHITS, when applied for low energy deuteron transport calculations uses built-in statistical models to describe nuclear interactions. These models are found unreliable in predicting neutrons generated by low energy deuterons, mainly via direct stripping/knockout reactions. In order to overcome this limitation, an extension of the MCNPX code has been developed recently, which makes use of evaluated data, in much the same way as the one which is traditionally followed for low energy neutron transport. A similar development work is planned for GEANT4. At present, it is difficult to make an assertion about the effects of secondary neutrons by using GEANT4, but experimental results suggest a cross section for neutron production (deuterons on silicon at energies around 10 MeV) not less than 0.1 barn, which will presumably induce sizeable effects.

With the GEANT4 simulations we are able to calculate the energy deposition per incident particle on the flip-flop, so that an estimation of the charge collected in the sensitive volume of each CMOS transistor can be done, since the electron-hole pair production energy is well known (3.6 eV). For that purpose, it generates histograms showing the deposited energy for each sensitive volume after a pre-fixed irradiation time.

II. ASIC Geometric Model

The schematic of the flip-flop is shown at Fig. 1. It is a standard master-slave design, with a clock buffer input. The clock buffer has two CMOS inverter gates (4 transistors), the master stage has 4 CMOS inverter gates (14 transistors), several
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of them with key transistors and the slave stage has 4 CMOS inverter gates (10 transistors), for a total of 28 transistors (14 nMOS and 14 pMOS). Key transistors are designated with the code TX, inverter transistors with the code CX and the clock buffer transistors with the codes nCLK nMOS, CLK nMOS, CLK pMOS and nCLK pMOS.

The flip-flop is part of a target chip used in our heavy-ion experiments. The VLSI technology kit is an On Semiconductor C5 available through the MOSIS programme. It is an n-well 0.5-micron, three-metal and two-polysilicon technology, very well known in the microelectronics field (it was released around mid 90's). In our flip-flop design we use only one polysilicon layer and two metal layers. The sensitive elements (drains, sources, gate oxides and channels) are under a grid of two layers of Al and a passivation layer of SiO₂ (≈4 μm). More details of the chip can be found elsewhere.

The CAD application FASTRAD was used to create a precise model of the flip-flop 3D geometry. It is an n-well 0.5-micron, three-metal and two-polysilicon technology, very well known in the microelectronics field (it was released around mid 90's). In our flip-flop design we use only one polysilicon layer and two metal layers. The sensitive elements (drains, sources, gate oxides and channels) are under a grid of two layers of Al and a passivation layer of SiO₂ (≈4 μm). More details of the chip can be found elsewhere.

The CAD application FASTRAD was used to create a precise model of the flip-flop 3D geometry. It is an n-well 0.5-micron, three-metal and two-polysilicon technology, very well known in the microelectronics field (it was released around mid 90's). In our flip-flop design we use only one polysilicon layer and two metal layers. The sensitive elements (drains, sources, gate oxides and channels) are under a grid of two layers of Al and a passivation layer of SiO₂ (≈4 μm). More details of the chip can be found elsewhere.

Regarding the size of the sensitive volume of each transistor, the dimensions of the drain and the source are (x = 1.50) × (y = 4.00) × (z = 0.30) μm³ for pMOS elements and (x = 1.50) × (y = 3.00) × (z = 0.30) μm³ for nMOS elements. The channel dimensions are (x = 1.05) × (y = 4.00) × (z = 0.30) μm³ for pMOS elements and (x = 1.05) × (y = 4.00) × (z = 0.30) μm³ for nMOS elements. Finally, the gate oxide dimensions are (x = 1.05) × (y = 4.00) × (z = 0.0125) μm³ for pMOS elements and (x = 1.05) × (y = 3.00) × (z = 0.0125) μm³ for nMOS elements. The lateral dimensions of the entire flip-flop circuit are 24.0 × 55.5 μm². All the dimensions presented were taken from the actual layout design.

To verify the geometry, we used a GEANT4 application based on the /gdml戈01 extended example of the GEANT4 toolkit. This example creates a load_gdml application which constructs the geometry from an XML file using the GDML schema. We modified the vis.mac macro in order to create a VRML file after execution. This file was read by the COSMO VRML viewer, which allowed us to verify that the geometry model created in GEANT4 with the GDML schema was reproduced properly without overlaps.

### III. Irradiation Applications

In this work we have developed two applications with the GEANT4 toolkit. The aim of one application (called “ff”) is to study the energy deposition per unit volume and event in a flip-flop structure under the irradiation of beams produced at CNA facility. The other application (called “track analyser”) is devoted to calculate the linear energy deposition of particles passing through a layered geometry and to estimate the dose as a function of the radial distance to the particle track for a given incident particle, kinetic energy and target material. These applications have been designed to track particles down to very low kinetic energies due to the nanometric scale of the flip-flop components. Thus, the so called physics list of these applications reproduces the electromagnetic (EM) interactions with the models implemented in the Livermore Low-energy EM package. These models describe the interaction of electrons and photons with matter down to 250 eV. Cross sections are calculated by means of the evaluated data libraries EPDL97, EEDL and EADL for photons, electrons and atomic relaxations, respectively. For the rest of particles, the models provided by the Standard-EM package have been used. For the transport of ions, we have used the GEANT4 default model of the Standard-EM package, which implements the effective charge approach published by Ziegler et al.

Hadronic interactions were simulated with a physics list based on the builder called QGSP_BIC_HP. In this package, the binary cascade model is implemented to simulate the hadronic interactions of protons, neutrons and ions with kinetic energy below ~10 GeV. Further, for neutrons with kinetic energy below 20 MeV, the high precision (HP) models, which imple-
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ment the G4ENDL data library, are used instead of the binary cascade model.

Given the dimensions of the volumes present in the flip-flop, the production cut value for secondary gammas, electrons and positrons was set to an expected range of 500 nm. With this production cut, it is possible to track through the materials of the geometry (silicon, silicon dioxide and aluminium) all the secondary electrons which initial kinetic energy is greater than 250 eV. In addition, GEANT4 produces secondary electrons below this threshold if the distance between the starting point of the secondary particle and any geometric boundary is smaller than the production cut value, so that a potential bias in the results can be minimised. The energy loss due to ionisation processes which secondary electrons are not tracked is calculated by means of a continuous energy loss model.²⁰ There are models under development below the range of validity of the Livermore models (250 eV) by the Geant4-DNA collaboration,²¹ but they are intended to reproduce interactions in biological materials.

In the “ff” application, the geometry model of the flip-flop circuit is imported by means of the GDML schema. The flip-flop comprises a clock buffer, a master stage and a slave stage, described previously (Section II, Figs. 1-2). The ion beam is modelled as follows. The position of the primary particle is chosen randomly within a plane placed 10 μm above the upper surface of the flip-flop, parallel-oriented to this surface. The incidence of the primaries is perpendicular to this plane; in other words, beam aperture is considered negligible. Nevertheless, parameters of the beam such as type of particle, energy spectrum, spatial distribution and aperture of the beam can be modified via commands in a macro file. The sensitive volumes can be registered via interactive commands as well and scoring was performed by registering a multi-functional detector for each sensitive volume. We configured our simulations, to calculate the energy deposition per unit volume in the channel, drain, source and gate oxide of all the transistors present in the flip-flop structure.

The “track analyser” application has been designed to study the energy deposited by the passage of heavy charged particles at nanometric scale. It provides two options:

1. LET mode: The aim of the application is to calculate the linear energy deposition by heavy charged particles crossing a layered geometry. The primary particles are created at the centre of the first layer’s front side with normal incidence. Each layer is divided into 0.5 μm thick sub-layers to define the sensitive volumes to score the energy deposited in them. Transverse dimensions are large enough to prevent all particles from crossing the walls of the geometry.

2. Radial dose mode: In this case, the aim is the estimation the energy deposition per unit volume (proportional to dose) as a function of the radial distance to the track, for a fixed incident particle, energy and material. The geometry is similar to the one described by Kobayashi et al.,²² which is based on an experimental setup designed by Howard Jr. et al.²³ Our complete detection system is a cylinder with an outer radius of 1 μm and a height of 0.1 μm. Sensitive detectors are placed within the cylinder following a “bull’s-eye” structure composed of 10 nm thick concentric annular rings, ranging from an inner radius of 0 nm to an outer radius of 1 μm. Primary particles are created at the centre of the front side of the “bull’s-eye” structure with normal incidence. Since the entire detection system has a thickness of 0.1 μm in the particle’s direction of travel, lateral scattering can be neglected for heavy charged particles of expected range greater than ~2 μm. The type and kinetic energy of the incident particle and the material of the cylinders can be changed via interactive commands.

The radial dose obtained with the option 2 of the “track analyser” application are related to the linear energy deposition, which can be calculated with the option 1, by means of the formula derived by Cucinotta et al.²⁴

\[
LE T(d)_{\text{electronic}} = 2\pi \int_0^R r dr D(r, d),
\]

where \(LE T\) is the linear energy transfer of the heavy particle, \(d\) is the depth in the layered geometry, \(R\) is the maximum range of secondary electrons, \(r\) is the radial coordinate and \(D(r, d)\) is the energy deposited per unit volume at a given \(r\) and \(d\). This formula assumes that the energy deposition presents radial symmetry, which is achieved in average for a large enough number of events.

IV. Simulation Results

A total of 10⁶ events were simulated with the “ff” application to calculate the energy deposited per unit volume in the drain, source and channel of each transistor of the flip-flop by 18 MeV protons (Fig. 3), 9 MeV deuterons (Fig. 4), 9 MeV alphas (Fig. 5), 15 MeV carbon ions (Fig. 6) and 18 MeV oxygen ions (Fig. 7). These values were divided by the number of events; an “event” is understood as a particle of the beam reaching the flip-flop. The error bars in Figs. 3-7 represent the statistical uncertainties (2.5%, 1σ) calculated with the method published by Walters et al.²⁵ In these simulations, we only considered uniform irradiation on the flip-flop since the spot size of the microprobe at CNA is bigger than the flip-flop largest dimension in a factor of two, approximately. These simulations are intended to provide preliminary calculations for the experimental setup at CNA. Thus, the energy spectrum of the beam was monoenergetic. Beam aperture was neglected in the simulations, as stated previously.

The energy deposition in the elements of the flip-flop depends mainly on the surface projected normally to the beam direction and the configuration of the aluminium layers. Their geometry is not uniform throughout the flip-flop. Thus, the kinetic energy of the heavy charged particles crossing the transistor sensitive volumes depends on the total thickness of the metal layers placed above each volume. In Figs. 3-7 we observe that, for calculations with statistical uncertainties below 2.5% (1σ), the largest differences are always below the 3σ level.

Figure 8 shows the energy deposition per unit volume and event in the gate oxides of the transistors for all the beams
Fig. 3 Energy deposited per unit volume and event in the flip-flop elements by protons at 18 MeV. Histograms show values for channels, drains and sources. Labels in abscissa represent the corresponding transistor; in case of ambiguity, nMOS (‘-n’) or pMOS (‘-p’) type is specified.

Fig. 4 Energy deposited per unit volume and event in the flip-flop elements by deuterons at 9 MeV. Representation criteria are the same as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 Energy deposited per unit volume and event in the flip-flop elements by alphas at 9 MeV. Representation criteria are the same as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 6 Energy deposited per unit volume and event in the flip-flop elements by a carbon beam at 15 MeV. Representation criteria are the same as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 7 Energy deposited per unit volume and event in the flip-flop elements by an oxygen beam at 18 MeV. Representation criteria are the same as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 8 Energy deposited per unit volume and event in the gate oxides of the flip-flop transistors by different beams. Symbols are larger than the error bars.
studied in the present work. A total of $10^6$ events were simulated and the statistical uncertainties of the calculations are below 3%. In this case, a general trend of the energy deposition can be observed. Since the gate oxides are placed at the same depth in the flip-flop, the differences found in the values presented in Fig. 8 are due to the non-uniform geometry of the flip-flop metal layers.

Figure 9 is an illustrative graph presenting the energy deposition per unit volume and event in the drain of “C4” transistor for different types of particle as a function of the beam energy.

Figure 10 shows the output of the “track analyser” application in the radial dose mode for 100 MeV protons incident on 4 $\mu$m thick SiO$_2$ layer followed by a 12 $\mu$m thick Si layer (bulk). The sensitive volumes of the transistors are at depths between 4-6 $\mu$m. Total linear energy transfer calculated with SRIM-2008.04 is also presented.

Figure 11 shows the output of the “track analyser” application in the radial dose mode for oxygen ions in silicon at energies ranging from 9 MeV to 14 MeV.

Heavy charged particles are the Bethe-Bloch model, for kinetic energy above 2 MeV/A, and the Bragg model, which uses the parametrisation compiled in the ICRU’49 report, below 2 MeV/A. The effective charge approach developed by Ziegler et al. is used, as stated previously. The agreement between both curves is within 10%, which is the precision of the GEANT4 models at this energy range.

Figure 12 plots the radial dose distribution of oxygen ions travelling in silicon at 9-14 MeV, calculated with the radial dose mode of the “track analyser” application. The estimated value of the lateral radius of secondary electrons ranges from
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60 nm (9 MeV) to 110 nm (14 MeV). With these calculations we can estimate the lateral radius of the tracks passing through the sensitive volumes of the flip-flop. They are placed at depths between 4-6 \( \mu \text{m} \), which means that 18 MeV oxygen ions reach the sensitive volumes with a kinetic energy of around 10.2 MeV. This means that the lateral radius of the track in the sensitive volumes of the transistors is around 70-80 nm.

Finally, for illustrative purposes, Fig. 13 shows a visualisation of the accumulated tracks produced by 10.5 MeV oxygen ions in silicon, simulated with our “track analyser” application. A total of 10 events are depicted in this illustration. It can be observed that most of the secondary electrons are absorbed at radial distances lower than 20 nm. This illustration agrees with the calculations presented in Fig. 12, where the radial dose distribution falls several decades for increasing radial distance.

As it has been shown, “track analyser” calculates particle depth range, linear energy deposition (which corresponds to linear energy transfer provided that secondary particle range is smaller than the bins used in the calculation), and lateral dose range. These results can be used as inputs for the ionisation volume model in commercial simulators of electronic transport in devices under particle irradiation, for example, Sentaurus Device TCAD or Device3D TCAD. With the ionisation volume model as input, those TCAD simulators can calculate the internal electric field and expected output signals (current, voltage) produced by the device in response of the particle impact.31

V. Conclusions

Microdosimetry Monte Carlo simulations of a realistic flip-flop under heavy-ion irradiation have been presented in this work. The simulations use two application tools coded with the GEANT4 (v9.3) toolkit. With the “ff” application we are able to estimate the energy deposition for each sensitive volume of a microelectronic device, which geometry model can be imported to GEANT4 using the GDML schema. Further, the “track analyser” application is a tool developed to analyse the energy deposition at nanometric scales. These calculations are useful to develop an ionisation volume model in the sensitive volumes for its application as input data in commercial simulators of electronic transport in devices under irradiation, like Sentaurus Device TCAD or Device3D TCAD.

Hence, these GEANT4 simulations will provide useful data to assess radiation damage of the real flip-flop under the irradiation with different beams produced at CNA (Sevilla, Spain) in future experiments.
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